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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our brand guidelines. Here, you’ll find the user instructions and basic building blocks
towards communicating our unique brand. All of our staff, here at the Harvard campus or throughout
the Americas, can rely on these tools and rules to sound as one distinctive brand.
When we communicate our brand consistently, every interaction and partnership reinforces that Laspau
creates positive mass change and feeds our proactive familial culture. By showing how we are connecting
people — with institutions, organizations, governments, programs, professors and leaders; and how we
are catalysts — building inclusive infrastructure across the Americas, more people will join our cause to
achieve our Vision.
When people can clearly understand our story and what we stand for, Laspau is remembered, rated
well and referred. So let’s follow these guidelines in order to establish relevance and brand recognition.
The Laspau brand simply captures the commitment all team members exhibit, working to advance
knowledge-based societies throughout the Western Hemisphere, creating opportunities for us all to
research, advance and innovate.
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About Us

BRAND BASICS, MESSAGING, & WRITING

This section features the basic brand building blocks for communicating key elements of Laspau’s story
in writing, in speech, and eventually to be translated appropriately in Spanish, Portuguese and French.
Newcomers and veteran partners alike may need three or more of these key verbal elements to
remember a snapshot of Laspau’s reason for being and future direction. Before this brand refresh, few
outside of the organization could speak on behalf of Laspau’s work and vision of a Western Hemisphere
replete with knowledge-based societies and opportunities. By communicating these key elements,
and steering the conversation towards our goals, others can refer the Laspau brand and help us create
tomorrow’s opportunities.
Using these elements will clarify the Laspau brand for all who interact with it, and inspire the thousands
of scholars who have completed programs administered by Laspau to share their success stories with
others. Within our lifetime, the Americas will be a more inclusive place.

BRAND BASICS

Positioning
Our Positioning is our unique value we bring
to the market. No one else can claim what
we are known for, it is ours alone. This is
our secret sauce after 50 years of our work
delivering it; we are a connected catalyst.
This means that everything we do now
and in the future, either connects people
and institutions, or catalyzes the spread of
knowledge.
correct use
Use internally to guide our actions, attitude
and direction. It is not to be shared at all with
the outside world.
applications
Internal documents, in strategic plans and as
a reminder to how we think and act.
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We are a Connected Catalyst
We Are Connected
Working with over 1000 institutions and 17,000 scholars, our powerful network of experts unites
knowledge and resources from 34 countries across the Americas. Through our network, we increase
higher education’s access and quality, while discovering new opportunities through connecting
individuals and institutions.

We Are A Catalyst
Through admissions testing, scholarship management, university development, and alliance building,
we share high quality educational practices, standards and knowledge across the Americas, echoing to
countless institutions and talented individuals. This impact builds world-class universities,1 empowers
individuals,2 and strengthens the bond between higher education and society. Through the PAEP exam,3
we help universities select highly qualified students across the Americas who will play a future role
in their country’s leadership and universities.
1: This raises the quality and relevance of higher education in over 1,000 participating institutions
2: Nearly 5,000 in 22 participating countries in just 11 years since inception
3: Nearly 60,000 administered in nearly 20 years of giving the test

BRAND BASICS

Mission

Mission & Vision
Laspau identifies our purpose and direction
through our Mission & Vision. Our Mission
explains our day-to-day actions and initiatives
that work to realize our Vision, our big-picture
goal that is achievable in our lifetime.
correct use
Use externally to rally support to achieve our
goals; use internally to organize services, roles
and groups.
applications
Presentations, Annual Report, online,
and in donor campaigns.
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We connect individuals and institutions
with opportunities to enhance the
quality and impact of higher education
in the Americas.
Vision

To foster knowledge-based, inclusive
societies throughout the Americas.

BRAND BASICS

Affiliation & Tagline
We are proud to be one of few organizations
Affiliated with Harvard University. This
carries a clear weight of higher educational
impact, effectiveness and quality. It tells
newcomers a lot about who we are and helps
to set the stage before any conversation
begins. Our Tagline plays a different role,
alluding to our vision, clarifying what we do
and the role we play in the Americas.

Affiliation

correct use

Tagline

Use our Affiliation on all external marketing
communications. Use our Tagline to make
impact in marquee moments where it packs
the most punch. Be aware that headlines may
contain similar messaging, making the tagline
sound repetitive. Overuse or improper use
will dull its impact.
applications
Use Affiliation with our Signature especially
in co-branding opportunities. Use our Tagline
on gift items, as a signoff in videos and in
other prominent places such as the backs of
business cards or banners.
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Affiliated with Harvard University
Our affiliation helps audiences quickly understand who we are, communicating where we are located,
our focus on higher education, and the innovative quality of our network, staff, and opportunities.

Connecting Higher Education
Across the Americas
Our Tagline helps audiences understand what we do, and clarifies how Laspau creates
opportunities with lasting impact. ( i.e. Laspau does not provide scholarships.
We connect applicants to scholarships programs).

BRAND BASICS

Brand Story

applications

We enhance higher educational quality, opportunity and impact
throughout the Americas.1 We connect individuals and institutions
with opportunities through admissions testing, scholarship
management, university development and alliance building.2
Through our thriving network we drive innovation and amplify impact,
bridging high-quality institutions and advancing effective faculty
who instruct an ever-growing number of students.3 This widespread
impact works to achieve our vision of fostering knowledge-based,
inclusive societies throughout the Western Hemisphere.4

Use as a boilerplate for email signatures,
brochures, Annual Reports or co-branding
opportunities.

1: Mission, 2: Opportunities, 3: Impact, 4: Vision

The Laspau Brand Story is a clear, simple
snapshot of Laspau’s who, what, where, why
and how. Our story builds on itself, following
a clear logic path of Mission, Opportunities,
Impact, and Vision. This allows us to tell others
where we plan to go, and why they should
join our cause.
correct use
Use internally and externally, translated
into all key audience languages. Use as an
outline to guide the logic of larger documents.
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BRAND MESSAGING

Laspau is a connector.

What We Do
What We Do is a key story element that helps
others grasp what our organization focuses
on, and what it doesn’t. Here, we tie our diverse
services into a single storyline that connects
and builds our network of people, who will
in turn impact the next generation. Note: the
structure follows the natural student to faculty
process, so it is easier to remember.
correct use
Use externally so that audiences understand
Laspau is not a scholarship fund but
a connector who catalyzes social change
through higher education.
applications
Use in print or online, as a website tab,
an introduction to Laspau, or in brochures
before featuring Scholars or Professors
who advanced because of Laspau.
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We connect individuals and institutions with opportunities through
admissions testing, scholarship management, university development
and alliance building.
By connecting students, professors and leaders we empower
people, strengthen universities, improve standards and identify new
opportunities for meaningful collaborations. This work pushes every
field further, expanding impact to foster new generations of experts and
forming knowledge-based societies across the Americas.
Everyone deserves the opportunities to study, research, innovate and
share knowledge, and by building our network every person will
connect, succeed and progress.

BRAND MESSAGING

Admissions Testing

Our Opportunities
Misconceptions about Laspau’s activities are
dissipated when listeners and readers can grasp
four distinct concepts, regardless of audience.
correct use

All PAEP (the leading Spanish language graduate level admissions test) applicant resources,
administration, evaluation, university training, and student selection support.

Scholarship Management
All scholarship applicant resources, program administration, scholar guidance, and scholarship
creation, advisement and consulting for universities and institutions including governments.

Use externally to promote Laspau services,
explain Laspau to newcomers and veterans,
and to garner new business and funds.

University Development

applications

All faculty, leadership development and institutional improvement programs.

Use in documents and pitch proposals; use it to
organize the Laspau website’s lines of services.

Alliance Building
All collaborations between government, corporations and universities, fellowships,
consortia and conferences connecting private, public & higher education institutions.
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BRAND MESSAGING

Our Network
Our Network is our rolodex to create
opportunities, a human network of live
knowledge. Newcomers need quantitative and
qualitative information to understand how
we can achieve our unique impact, what
Laspau can do for them that no one else can.
Readers must understand how our network’s
breadth and future connections can support
our Vision, creating more opportunities
for more people.

Working with over 1000 institutions and 17,000 individuals, our
thriving network of experts unites knowledge and resources from 34
countries across the Americas. By expanding our network, we drive
innovation and amplify impact, bridging talented individuals with
high-quality institutions and developing effective faculty who instruct
an ever-growing numbers of students.

correct use
Use externally to introduce the idea of
Laspau as a leader, connected everywhere,
in all knowledge circles.
applications
Use in print and online as proof of how Laspau
creates connections, and can find the best
connections to foster the most opportunities.
Our Network could be displayed in an
interactive map across the Americas, featuring
individuals and institutions, by expertise,
program or years involved.
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Laspau’s network is comprised of innovative thinkers, leaders
and institutions with strong commitments to higher education.
We collaborate with our network to create the opportunities for
exchanges, training, research, fellowships and partnerships, building
knowledge-based infrastructure in the Western Hemisphere.

BRAND MESSAGING

Laspau is a catalyst.

Our Impact
Our Impact paints a picture of how we realize
our Vision. It outlines how we are unique, why
the world should care about our work and why
they should want to get involved.
correct use
Use externally to help others understand how
Laspau works towards inclusive social change.
applications
Use in print and online to explain how our
impact echoes in all directions.
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We select our partners and target opportunities to maximize outcomes,
creating impact that continues to spread long after our initial
engagement. Using our unique network, we connect individuals and
institutions with experts to innovate and advance their fields.
By furthering the next generation of teachers, innovators, leaders,
universities and standards, our work creates positive mass change.
This launches chain reactions throughout the Americas to build
knowledge-based societies, where opportunities abound for all.

BRAND MESSAGING

• Aspiring students, tertiary level graduate students.
• Faculty and academic leaders hoping to influence the next generation.

Who We Work With
Who We Work With starts the conversation
with distinct audiences, so that more
groups and individuals can join us to reach
our lofty Vision. When others know who
to seek out and who we connect, we can reach
our Vision faster.
correct use
Use to help newcomers identify which target
they are, what messages are crucial to them.
applications
Use online and in print materials such as
brochures, annual reports, or in prospect
materials: pitch proposals, direct mail,
leave-behinds to garner more business.

• National and international organizations, higher education institutions,
public and private sector institutions including governments.
• Any ally who believes in strengthening institutions in the Western
Hemisphere, expanding opportunity and connecting talented minds
with the fields, people and groups to make that happen.
• Together, the Americas can be a diverse range of leadership and
expertise, where all can advance their study for our shared benefit.
Qualitative and quantitative information about our network and partnerships can be included:
• Over 17,000 scholars and 5,000 educators.
• Over 1000 universities and educational institutions.
• Over 50 governments, foundations, and nonprofits throughout the Americas.
• Private sector corporate and individual partners.
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BRAND MESSAGING

• You can connect aspiring individuals to Laspau’s opportunities,
allowing us to match their academic interests with leading experts.

How You Can Help
How You Can Help appeals to individuals
and groups as to how they can advance our
work. We are connecting with past scholars
and current professors, building fundraising
efforts, and see exciting opportunities with
universities, governments, organizations and
the private sector. Every person we connect
helps our network shape tomorrow’s landscape.
correct use
Use externally to invite others to help
us reach our Vision.
applications
Use in brochures, donor or fundraising
campaigns, Laspau Network communications,
public-facing appeals of support.

• You can connect global and governmental organizations, universities,
institutions, academic leaders and faculty to Laspau’s network, so that
exceptional opportunities across the Americas can be accessed by
talented and committed individuals.
• You can connect philanthropists, corporate leaders, brand sponsors
and everyday donors to Laspau’s network, so we can fund tomorrow’s
opportunities for the next generation.
• You can connect like minds to our cause – together, the Americas
will be replete with opportunities to develop, evolve and impact our
world – because each one of us deserves it.
Bolded audiences would be communicated to in dedicated audience pages on your website,
seeking new donors, sponsors, grantees and supporters.
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BRAND MESSAGING

Our History
Our History serves as a simple snapshot
about how Laspau’s history as a connector
and catalytic network creates echoing
impact throughout the Americas. This is a
story version, focused on clarifying Laspau
to the outside world.
correct use
Use internally to educate Laspau employees
on how to tell our history to others;
externally to clarify a complex organization
to newcomers.
applications
Use as an introduction to a dedicated
Laspau History webpage, timeline or
interactive tool. More detailed histories can
be told after a fundamental snapshot has
been imparted.
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Laspau brings together a valuable network of individuals, institutions,
leaders and organizations devoted to building knowledge-based societies
across the Americas. Fifty years ago, we began managing scholarship
programs and guiding many thousands of candidates through higher
education institutions abroad. Today, we do much more.
For over a decade, we’ve helped hundreds of universities identify
ideal candidates, innovate teaching methods and improve their
effectiveness. This continues to influence generations of faculty and
students with global best practices in teaching and learning,
impacting future experts and leaders.
Currently, we look to our growing network within the private sector,
international organizations, governments, foundations and individuals to
help contribute to our next wave of opportunities that shape the future
of the Western Hemisphere.

BRAND MESSAGING

About Us
About Us is a culmination story piece that
captures a little of Who We Are, What We Do,
Our Impact, Our Vision, Our Network, Our
History and a dash of How You Can Help.
A codified About Us is extremely useful online
or in print, such as at the inside back cover
of an Annual Report, so that newcomers recall
a summation of your impact and purpose.
About Us copy can become email boilerplates
or inspire shorter signoff versions.
correct use
Use About Us internally to unite Laspau and
externally to clarify to the outside world what
Laspau is and does.
applications
Use in any print or online as a quick
boilerplate that synopsizes Laspau. Use in
email signatures, in brochures, on back
covers of Annual Reports, in press releases
and in co-branding opportunities.
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We enhance higher educational quality, opportunity and impact
throughout the Americas. For over fifty years we have been building
a human network, connecting individuals and institutions with
opportunities, through admissions testing, scholarship management,
university development and alliance building.
Connecting over 1,000 institutions, 17,000 scholars and 5,000 educators,
we create opportunity and drive innovation. By bridging high-quality
institutions and building communities of effective faculty who instruct
ever-growing numbers of students, our network expands, opening
up cutting-edge opportunities. This echoing impact works to achieve
our vision of fostering knowledge-based, inclusive societies throughout
the Western Hemisphere.
Join us in creating tomorrow’s opportunities that the most aspiring
minds need to advance the Americas.

WRITING GUIDE

Brand Voice
Just as any person speaks in a unique way,
so does any brand based on positioning,
personality and perspective. We are a
proactive change agent, who speaks plainly to
facilitate connections and understanding.
It’s an exciting to witness the rise of
knowledge-based, inclusive societies across
the Americas, and how we speak and write
can help paint that picture for others.
correct use
These rules help maintain a clear, egalitarian,
impact-focused outlook for Laspau’s content,
elevating the impact our heroes make today
and tomorrow.
applications
All writing and speeches.
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Egalitarian: Leaders Everywhere at all Levels
We represent every member of our network equally. We honor every first-day student, just as we do an
accomplished PhD candidate or national institution. No country’s culture, ideas or language is better than
anothers. We feature stories from all countries, because everyone in the Americas is equal.

Elevating: Celebrate the Now & Look to the Future
We celebrate impact, the accomplishments of every scholar, professor and institution. We show how their
work will impact our mutual futures – from the understanding gained though a scholar’s research, to the
students influenced by a professor’s teaching , to the policy crafted by institutions and government leaders.
It’s about today and tomorrow, not yesterday.

Elucidating: Clear & Straightforward
As a connector, it is our job to alleviate confusion and clarify opportunities. We speak from a human
perspective. While the topics we deal with are often complex, we focus on the big picture. We summarize,
synopsize and highlight key facts to clearly tell every story. Imparting the point is the point.

WRITING GUIDE

Do’s & Don’ts

Do:

Do’s and Don’ts help newcomers to the
Laspau family understand how our unique
Voice is put into action.

• Talk realistically and respect about all accomplishments

Writing and speaking in this proactive,
egalitarian tone has few role models to
emulate. We focus on the power of each
scholar as live examples of a knowledgebased infrastructure being built today.
Following these rules will help all writers
and speakers get inspired about our unique
Network and Impact, demonstrating to
all what an inclusive knowledge-based
society looks like.
correct use
Use as a shorthand to help structure
information and highlight impact when
writing and speaking on behalf of Laspau.
applications
All writing and speeches.
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• Feature scholars and professors as heroes working to impact our mutual tomorrow
• Speak simply but smartly to explain complex concepts in clear words everyone understands
• Make connections about our network and impact for others
• Tell stories of how you connect individuals, institutions, in all directions
• Call initiatives and programs what they are in plain English (or plainspoken in any language)

Don’t:
• Use greater than / lesser than language to describe individuals, faculty and institutions
• Use terms that suggest imperialism or any colonial lexicon
• Emulate the dire or poverty focus of most charities
• Focus on difficulties from an individual’s past
• Sound overly official by using confusing acronyms, government lexicon or academic wonk speak
• Create unnecessarily complex or unclear names for initiatives and programs

WRITING GUIDE

Story Examples
These stories demonstrate how Laspau
impact’s personal lives, and how those lives
impact our mutual tomorrow.
All stories begin with a one-sentence quote
distilling key communication points:
1: Who the person is today
2: Who they are connected with
3: What they are working on for tomorrow
All quotes are followed by specific,
ordered credentials, which clarify context
and outline important relationships:
1: Full Name
2: City/Region, Country
3: Laspau association
4: Scholar Degree or Current role
See examples for correct language and
formatting. Further accomplishments can
be bulleted, expanded upon in background
stories, or shared through a scholar’s
social media page.

example 1: former scholar

“Working with state hospitals, universities and the
World Health Organization, I’m developing better
ways to distribute live vaccines in the subtropics.”

“Laspau connected us with knowledge from professors
throughout the Americas, helping us strengthen
teaching skills at seven campuses across Panama.”

D
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Mariana Rocha
Montevideo, Uruguay
Fulbright Scholar administered by Laspau
Ph.D. in Epidemiology, Emory University
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example 2: faculty development

Catalina Morales
Panama City, Panama
University Development National Program created by Laspau
President, Universidad Tecnológica de Panamá

p
m
Sa

correct use
Use to inspire and show how our impact
starts with one person, and echoes outward.
applications
Annual reports, one-pagers, and online;
wherever examples of our impact is a
compelling argument.
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example 3: current scholar

“Laspau connected me to the scholarship
opportunities with OAS that have made my studies
to advance sustainable ecotourism possible.”
Yolanda Rodríguez
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
OAS Scholar administered by Laspau
MBA Candidate New York University

example 4: current/into former scholar

“At Washington State University, we are working to
understand how animal species will cope with
climate change and future weather phenomenon.”
Maria Genoveva Castellanos
Antigua, Guatemala
Fulbright Scholar administered by Laspau
Ph.D. Candidate, Washington State University

VISUAL ELEMENTS & APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Our visual brand is based on several carefully designed and selected visual elements, the most
important being our logo. In addition to the logo, our basic elements include our color palette, typography,
pattern, graphics and photography styles, all of which are crucial to establishing Laspau’s
distinctive identity. Laspau’s communications style extended by using a unique grid style to create
connections and build messages.

VISUAL ELEMENTS

Logo & Icon
Our Logo is a unique piece of artwork
representing the scholars, professors,
institutions, and academic leaders across the
Americas whom form Laspau’s network. It
embodies our egalitarian culture, building
knowledge-based societies through
multicultural collaboration.
Our icon serves as shorthand for our logo ,
and is to be used in select applications such
as a social media profile image or website
favicons when needed.

Our Logo: This is our principal brand identifier

These elements must be applied with
consistency in all of our communications.
Any misuse of the logo or icon is detrimental
to the success of our brand. Use only
approved digital art files.
correct use
Never alter, crop, apply effects (such as
drop shadows or distortions), add to or
re-create the logo or icon.
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Affiliation Logo: For use in select communications, such as to new audiences,
or in when it helps to explain “who you are” (See page 7 for more information)

Icon: For special use in select applications such as a social media profile
image or website favicons

VISUAL ELEMENTS

x

Logo Clear Space
& Minimum Size
To protect the clarity and visual integrity of
our Logo, a minimum clear space has
been defined. Maintaining this clear space
in every application protects the logo from
competing elements (such as text and
graphics) and insures it has enough breathing
room when on signage. The minimum size
ensures the logo always appears legible.

x
x

x
x

Minimum Clearspace: Equal to the height of the “u”

correct use
When determining clear space for the
Affiliation Logo, take into account the entire
area of the Affiliation Line.

1 in.

Minimum Size: One inch wide for printed materials and 75px for screen
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VISUAL ELEMENTS

Logo Color
Variations

1 | Full-Color Logo: Using Laspau Red and Crimson, this is always our
preferred logo. White is always the preferred background color

The Full-Color Logo can appear on simple, primarily white photographic
backgrounds that provide sufficient contrast and are not distracting

2 | White Logo: Use on single colored, solid backgrounds that provide
sufficient contrast. Laspau Red is the preferred solid color background

The White Logo can be appear on photographic backgrounds that
provide sufficient contrast and are not distracting

3 | One Color Black Logo: Limited use for applications where color use
is confined, such as black-and-white printing, fax forms and checks

4 | One Color Red Logo: Limited use for applications where color use
is confined, such as one-color Pantone printing

For everyday use, our logo is available in
Full-Color and White. One-color versions in
Black and Laspau Red are reserved exclusively
for color limited applications.
correct use
Never place the full-color logo on colors that
clash or do not provide enough contrast with
Laspau Red and Crimson. Only use these
approved digital art files.
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VISUAL ELEMENTS

Logo Misuse

Never stretch or elongate the logo (Always scale proportionately)

Never use the logo on photographs that are overly distracting, do not
provide sufficient contrast or impede legibility

Never change the colors of the logo

Never attempt to re-typeset or re-create the logo

There are many possible ways our logo could
be misused. Any misuse of the, no matter how
small, diminishes the effectiveness of the logo
and compromises the credibility of our brand.
The exhibits shown demonstrate a few of
the many possible ways the signature must
never be reproduced or applied. Under no
circumstances are any of these treatments
allowed. The same rules apply to our Icon.
Questions regarding proper use not
covered here should be referred to the
Communications Manager.

We are
Never use the logo in text
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Never use the logo on colored backgrounds that clash or do not provide
sufficient contrast

VISUAL ELEMENTS

LASPAU RED
PMS 1795U & 1795C , C0 M97 Y80 K5
R230 G40 B36, HEX #E62824

Color Palettes
Our color palettes are crucial to our visual
identity. They help to maintain a consistent
look and feel, and differentiate us from other
organizations.
Our primary colors, Laspau Red and Crimson,
each deliver on different attributes of our
organization. Crimson ties us to our heritage
on the Harvard campus, while Red represents
our proactive, bold nature, committed to
driving impact. Use both of these colors
liberally throughout communications.
Tints of black my be used to aid our primary
palette, creating neutral support.
Our secondary palette consists of color
pairings, similar in pairing as our primary
colors. They are intended to aid in color
coding when needed, and for use in containing
shapes, graphic forms, graphs, and charts.
Tints of our primary colors may be used in for
supporting graphic elements to help maintain
a monochromatic look.
correct use
Do not use too many colors on a single spread.
Page spreads should not look like rainbows.
When needing color variations, consider tints
and shades before using other colors.
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LASPAU CRIMSON
PMS 1807U & 1807C , C0 M90 Y53 K32
R160 G30 B36, HEX #A01E24

Our Primary Colors: For all primary communications purposes including text, color fields, graphs and charts

BLACK
100%
HEX #000000

CHARCOAL
75% Black
HEX #404040

FOG
50% Black
HEX #808080

MIST
30% Black
HEX #B3B3B3

Tints of Black: To aid our primary palette, creating neutral support

SAND
PMS 4655, C0 M32 Y46 K22
R171 G156 B110, HEX #AB9C6E

GRASS
PMS 383, C48 M0 Y100 K0
R130 G186 B60, HEX #82BA3C

ARCTIC
PMS 7710 , C72 M0 Y21 K0
R36 G183 B176, HEX #24B7B0

ORCHID
PMS 528, C29 M60 Y0 K0
R210 G113 B173, HEX #D271AD

BARK
PMS 7533U & 7532C, C23 M37 Y45 K65
R97 G87 B79, HEX #61574F

FOREST
PMS 2280, C71 M4 Y100 K45
R55 G110 B52, HEX #376E34

OCEAN
PMS 3155 , C100 M0 Y15 K60
R22 G90 B90, HEX #165A5A

AMETHYST
PMS 2082 , C60 M72 Y0 K18
R121 G66 B129, HEX #794281

Our Secondary Colors: To aid in color coding when needed and for use in containing shapes, graphic forms, graphs, and charts

VISUAL ELEMENTS
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Photography
Our photography shows impact in action,
people connecting, working, studying, and
making a difference. We want to show our
staff, scholars and professors connecting with
others and catalyzing innovation, not posed
by a flag or a university entrance.

P
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Staff profile photos can be shot in black and
white on neutral backgrounds to create a
cohesive, unified appearance.
correct use
Photos should feel natural and candid, never
stiff or staged. Stay away from “say cheese”
photos. Think of workshop photos instead of
graduation snaps.

Sa

P
e
l
p
m
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VISUAL ELEMENTS

Typography
Just like our logo, typography is another
central element of our identity. The consistent
use of our typefaces adds to the cohesive look
and feel of our communications.
Our primary typeface for titles, Adelle Sans,
is distinct from our logo and provides bold,
decisive messaging. It can also be used in
call-outs and captions, and labels.
Adelle, our serif typeface, is intended for all
primary paragraph body copy and provides a
sophisticated counter balance to our
titling typeface.
Adelle and Adelle Sans are available for use
from Adobe Typekit, or for purchase from
type-together.com (an educational discount is
also attainable upon request).
correct use
Typography should never have effects applied
to it such as drop shadows, distortions or
blurs. When needed in MS Office, Ariel and
Times New Roman may be substitution when
Adelle Sans and Adelle are unavailable.
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This is Adelle Sans

It is used for titles, headlines, large copy & call-outs.
This is Adelle
It is used for body copy and running
paragraphs. Smart and sophisticated, it
serves as a visual counterbalance to
Adelle Sans. It is available in Regular,
Italic, Bold and Bold Italic.

This is Adelle Bold
It can be used with or in place of
Adelle Regualr in body copy. Adelle
Italic can be used when needed to
emphasize text. Never use Adelle for
headlines or large copy.

“this is adelle sans used as a caption
or sidebar text. in small sizes, it can be
used in all caps to create visual
differentiation from adelle. this can
also be helpful in labeling such as on
the photographs on page 19.”

Adelle Regular & Italic

Adelle Sans Regular & Italic

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890 #$%^&*!

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890 #$%^&*!

Adelle Bold & Bold Italic

Adelle Sans Bold & Bold Italic

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890 #$%^&*!

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 1234567890 #$%^&*!

VISUAL ELEMENTS

Connection
Graphic &
Grid System
The Connection Graphic is a secondary visual
element that references the forms in our logo.
As shown in the examples, the graphic works
within a grid system, suggesting progress
and impact. It adds visual interest, supports
the other design elements and contributes
to the overall look and feel of the Laspau
visual style.

Connection Graphic : Using our primary colors, the two rectangles in this graphic always meet off-center in the page

The Graphic can be used in multiple ways—
as housing for titles or scaled prominently in
secondary applications to create vertical or
horizontal planes for text alignment.

Grant Opportunities

The Connection Graphic can only be
reproduced in our primary colors. The
graphic’s rectangles should always meet
off-center on the page.

2016
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Impact Report

Connection Graphic Use: The graphic can be used to house titles and create movement through a page

We connect individuals
and institutions with
opportunities through
admissions testing,
scholarship management,
university development
and alliance building.

VISUAL ELEMENTS

Network
Pattern
A pattern featuring the individual pieces
of our logo is available for large area
applications, such as endpapers, fabric, folders
or envelope interiors, invitations and note
card backs.
The Pattern should always be used
full-bleed in secondary locations such as those
listed above. It can also be used to enhance
the visual interest of an application such as
premium items like tote bags or mugs.

Pattern Tile : This piece of artwork can be tiled out to fit large areas of any dimension

As a primary brand identifier, the pattern
should always appear in our primary colors.
Never place text against the pattern. Only use
approved digital art files.
applications
Endpapers, folder and envelope interiors,
invitations, note cards backs, fabric, and
premium items.
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Pattern Tiled Together: An example of 24 pattern tiles placed together

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Stationery:
Business Card
Specifications for the business card are shown
here. Our business card is bold, championing
our tagline. A business card template has been
created to accommodate all lengths of names,
titles. Email address names are limited to
17characters@harvard.edu. Phone number use
is limited to one per card.

Affiliated with
Harvard University

Mary Helen
Ybarra Johnson
Senior Communications
& Outreach Manager

25 Mount Auburn St. Suite 203
Cambridge, MA 02138-6095 USA
Tel +1 617 495 0555
www.laspau.harvard.edu
mhyj@harvard.edu

dimensions
3.5” X 2”
stock
#110 Mohawk Superfine Brightwhite
Eggshell Cover or Equivalent
colors
Logo, Affiliation & Tagline:
Laspau Bright Red & Crimson
Variable Data: Laspau Bark
reproduction
Offset Lithography
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Connecting
Higher Education
Across the Americas

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Stationery:
Letterhead
Specifications for the letterhead are shown
here. A Microsoft Word template has been
created to correctly format letters. A digital
version of the letterhead has also been
created for electronic stationery.
dimensions
8.5” X 11”
stock
Official Harvard University Watermarked
Brightwhite when available.
Otherwise, 24W Mohawk Superfine
Brightwhite Eggshell Text or Equivalent
colors
Logo, Affiliation & Tagline:
Laspau Bright Red & Crimson
Variable Data: Laspau Bark

Affiliated with
Harvard University

Connecting Higher Education
Across the Americas

April 16, 2016
Mr. Michael Roth
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Interpublic Group
1114 Avenue of the Americas, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Dear Michael:
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut
labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat
non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit voluptatem accusantium doloremque
laudantium, totam rem aperiam, eaque ipsa quae ab illo inventore veritatis et quasi architecto
beatae vitae dicta sunt explicabo. Nemo enim ipsam voluptatem quia voluptas sit aspernatur
aut odit aut fugit, sed quia consequuntur magni dolores eos qui ratione voluptatem sequi
nesciunt. Neque porro quisquam est, qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet, consectetur,
adipisci velit, sed quia non numquam eius modi tempora incidunt ut labore et dolore magnam
aliquam quaerat voluptatem. Ut enim ad minima veniam, quis
At vero eos et accusamus et iusto odio dignissimos ducimus qui blanditiis praesentium
voluptatum deleniti atque corrupti quos dolores et quas molestias excepturi sint occaecati
cupiditate non provident, similique sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollitia animi, id est
laborum et dolorum fuga. Et harum quidem rerum facilis est et expedita distinctio. Nam libero
tempore, cum soluta nobis est eligendi optio cumque nihil impedit quo minus id quod maxime
placeat facere possimus, omnis voluptas assumenda est, omnis dolor repellendus.
Best Regards,

Angélica Natera
Executive Director,
Laspau

reproduction
Offset Lithography

25 Mount Auburn St. Suite 203, Cambridge, MA 02138-6095 USA | Tel +1 617 495 0555 | www.laspau.harvard.edu
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Stationery:
No. 10 Envelope
Specifications for the No. 10 Envelope are
shown here. This envelope has been designed
to hold the letterhead. A Microsoft Word
template is available to correctly format the
mailing address on the envelope front.
dimensions
4.125” X 9.5”
stock
24W Mohawk Superfine Brightwhite Eggshell
#10 Envelope Square Flap or Equivalent
colors
Logo: Laspau Red & Crimson
Address: Laspau Bark
reproduction
Offset Lithography
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25 Mount Auburn St. Suite 203
Cambridge, MA 02138-6095 USA

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Affiliated with
Harvard University

Brochure &
Booklet Covers

Connecting Knowledge
Across the Americas

Scholarship Directory

These examples demonstrate how brochure
and booklet covers use the connection graphic
and grid system to house titles and create
areas for photography. Covers always use our
primary colors or photography. This is how
make our first impression.

Academic Calendar
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Who We Connect

2016

Annual Report

50

Governments

5,000

Educators

Scholars

17,000
Annual Report

1,000

Everyone deserves opportunities
to study, research, innovate
and share knowledge. By building
our network every person will
connect and succeed.

Universities &
Educational institutions

These examples demonstrate how we can use
secondary color pairings for graphs and bring
scholar stories to life through short quotes
and photography (see page 19).

“ Laspau connected me
to opportunities with
OAS that have made my
efforts into sustainable
ecotourism possible.”

“ Working with the
World Health Organization,
I’m developing better ways
to distribute live vaccines
in the subtropics.”
Yolanda Cosme
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Laspau Fulbright Scholar & Professor
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We connect students, professors
and leaders to empower people,
strengthen universities, improve
standards and identify new
opportunities for collaborations.
This work pushes every field
further, expanding impact to
foster new generations of experts
and forming knowledge-based
societies across the Americas.

“ At Washington State
University, we are
researching how animal
species will cope with
climate change.”

Yolanda Cosme
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Laspau Fulbright Scholar & Professor

Maria Rodriguez Castaneda
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Laspau Fulbright Scholar & Professor

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure
dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit
esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.
Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non
proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi
ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in
voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu

Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit
in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu
fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint
occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in
culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id
est laborum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi
ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Science without Borders

Fulbright Student Programs

One-Pagers
These examples demonstrate how we can use
the connection graphic and grid system to
create a cohesive look and feel across all our
one-pagers. We can see how to treat partner
logos as secondary images, and incorporate
secondary colors through infographics.

Pursue
Graduate
Studies
in the
If you are from Latin America or the Caribbean, you may be eligible for
United
a Fulbright grant. Grants are awarded to administrators,
teachers States
and
professionals for master’s and PhD programs in the United States.

Program and other Fulbright programs.IfSince
you

The Fulbright Program is the flagship
international educational exchange
program sponsored by the U.S.
government and is designed to increase
mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and the
people of other countries.

Program is sponsored by the Bureau of

The Fulbright Program has provided
approximately
If you are310,000
fromparticipants
Latin America or the
-chosen
for their
academic merit and
Engineering
Technologies
Caribbean,
may be eligible for a
leadership
potential-you
with the
Exact and Earth
Sciences
opportunity
to study,
teach and
Fulbright
grant.
Grants are awarded
conduct research, exchange ideas and
Biology
contribute
to finding solutions teachers
to shared
to administrators,
and
international concerns.
professionals
Computing
and IT for master’s and PhD

Laspau has collaborated with the Fulbright

The Fulbright Foreign Student Program allows

Foreign Student Program since 1975 in the

students to pursue graduate degrees in a

administration of the Faculty Development

wide range of disciplines with the exception

medicine,
nursing,
and Education
areoffrom
Latin
America
or thedentistry.
Caribbean, you may be eligible for a
Latin America and the Caribbean have
Fulbright grant. Grants are awarded
completed U.S. graduate degrees through
programs administered by Laspau. The to
largest
administrators, teachers and
number of current grantees comes from
professionals for master’s and PhD
Colombia, Mexico, the Dominican Republic,
programs in the United States.
and Peru. The Fulbright Foreign Student
then, over 4,000 Fulbright grantees from

Educational and Cultural Affairs of the United

Find out how to apply on our
website.
Commissions and Public Affairs Sections
States Department of State. Fulbright

of U.S. Embassies in the region set national,
institutional, and field-of-study priorities.

programs
inipsum
the
United
Lorem
dolor sit
amet,
Aerospace
Technology
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed

States.

do eiusmod tempor incididunt
ut labore

Pharmaceutical Sciences

Find out how to apply on our

Learn more

www.laspau.harvard.edu
The Fulbright application is currently open.
Help us spread the word!

The Fulbright Program is sponsored by the U.S.
website.
Department
of State’s Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs and administered in part by
LASPAU: Academic and Professional Programs
of the Americas.
Learn more

www.laspau.harvard.edu

LASPAU
Affiliated with Harvard University

The Fulbright application is currently open.
Help us spread the word!

LIKE OUR PAGE ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/laspau

LASPAU
Affiliated with Harvard University
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Pursue
Graduate
Studies
Science without Borders will train 101,000 Brazilian students and
in the in top universities worldwide in science, technology,
researchers
engineering
mathematics (STEM) fields.
UnitedandStates
The Program

Hosting a Grantee

Theinternational
Science without
Bordersexchange
program is a
educational

Laspau will begin academic placement of

The Fulbright Program is the flagship

jointprogram
effort ofsponsored
the Ministry
of U.S.
Education (MEC)
by the

students in fall 2012 for entry into doctoral

andgovernment
the Ministryand
of Science,
Technology,
is designed
to increase

degree programs beginning in the fall of 2013.

andmutual
Innovation
(MCTI) through
thethe
Federal
understanding
between

If your institution or academic department

people
the United
and the
Agency
forof
Support
and States
Evaluation
of

is interested in hosting students for doctoral

peopleEducation
of other countries.
Graduate
(CAPES) and the National

degree programs, please let us know.

Council
Scientific
and Technological
The for
Fulbright
Program
has provided
Development
(CNPq).
Through
this program,
approximately
310,000
participants

Laspau’s Role

-chosen for
their academic
the Brazilian
government
will merit
train and
101,000

Laspau is administering the scholarships of

leadership
potential- with
the international
scientists
and researchers
in top

500 Ph.D. level grantees annually on behalf

opportunity
to study,
teach andgrowing
institutions
to meet
the country’s
conduct research, exchange ideas and
contribute to finding solutions to shared
in STEM fields. The program also seeks to
international concerns.
demand for highly skilled professionals

of CAPES and CNPq and will place a total of
1,500 Brazilians in doctoral degree programs
in the United States over a three-year period.

establish international partnerships with

In order to complement the funding of the

universities and research centers around

Brazilian government, Laspau will be seeking

the world.

partial tuition support.

The Fulbright Program is sponsored by the U.S.
Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs and administered in part by
LASPAU: Academic and Professional Programs
of the Americas.

LIKE OUR PAGE ON FACEBOOK:
www.facebook.com/laspau

lorem ipsum

lorem ipsum

lorem ipsum
lorem ipsum

lorem ipsum

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Affiliated with
Harvard University

WHAT WE DO

Website
This example demonstrates ways to consider
transforming our connection graphic into
an interactive device, and options for
splitting apart key message points across
an interactive application.

OUR NETWORK

OUR IMPACT

GET INVOLVED

We Connect Higher Education
Across the Americas
LEARN MORE

This creates new generations of experts and
advances knowledge throughout the Americas.

36

OPPORTUNITIES

English | Español | Português

By connecting students, teachers and leaders, we
foster collaboration and push every field further.

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Social Media
This example demonstrates how our icon
and photography can be used in social
media applications.

37

Laspau
Education

Laspau

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

Connecting
Higher Education
Across
the Americas

Gift Items
This example demonstrates shows how our
logo, primary colors, connection graphic,
network pattern and verbal elements can be
incorporated into gift items.
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Affiliated with
Harvard University

APPLICATION EXAMPLES
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This example demonstrates how we can begin
to incorporate our logo, color palette, and
other verbal and visual brand elements into
our everyday environment.
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QUESTIONS & ART FILES

For questions about these guidelines, contact Laspau’s communications manager. Use the following
naming guide to select the appropriate electronic logos. The file formats are explained below.

LOGO

FULLCOLOR

LOGO+AFFILIATION

WHITE

ICON

RED

PATTERN TILE

BLACK

LASPAU_LOGO_PMS_RED.AI
AREA PATTERN

PMSU: PANTONE UNCOATED
PMSC: PANTONE COATED
YOUR NAME

.AI: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR® FILE

CMYK: 4 COLOR PRINTING

.JPG: JPEG FILE

RGB: VIDEO AND ON SCREEN

.PNG: PNG FILE

Adobe® Illustrator® (.ai) format is for applications that require high-resolution artwork for reproduction: for example, anything that
is press-printed or for large-scale projects such as banners or signage. Adobe Illustrator logos can be proportionally scaled (enlarged and
reduced) without degradation in quality. Adobe Illustrator files can be imported into, or opened by, page layout, and illustration software
such as Quark XPress®, Adobe InDesign®, Adobe Illustrator, and Adobe Photoshop®. JPEG Format (.jpg) logos are suitable for digital
and video use: for example, Internet use, e-mail, slideshows, and video presentations. JPEGs can be proportionally reduced, but must
not be enlarged because distortion of the logo will occur.

